Ruffled Coin Purse by Carla Peicheff
*Finished size: 4.5 x 6”.

Hello ladies! I hope you will enjoy my “Ruffled Coin Purse” pattern! It makes a perfect
addition to my Ruffled Wristlet pattern!
Notes:
*Seam allowances are ¼” except for the inner divider. Please use ⅜” for this step.
*If you prefer to use zipper tabs or need to shorten a zipper, please see end of pattern for
“how to”.
(This being said, I made one coin purse without zipper tabs and one with. I myself prefer
them with the tabs. But in the end, it’s 100% up to you and there is no “right or wrong” way!)
Are you ready? Let’s begin then!

You will need:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rotary Trimmer
Cutting Ruler
Three patterned fat quarters
FQ linen *can substitute with cotton, i’m just a huge linen fan and use it on everything, everyone,
and their dog.
Lightweight & heavyweight fusible interfacing *I used Pellon 911FF & 809 but *any* lightmid &
heavy weight interfacing will work just fine!
7” zipper *8” in total length

Let’s cut the fabrics!
●
●
●
●
●

*Linen: 5 x 6.5”
*Linen: 2.25 x 6.5”
2 Inner panels: 5 x 6.5”
*Inner pocket divider: 6.5 x 7.5”
Ruffle: 4 x 13”

Now let’s cut our interfacing:
●
●
●
●

*6.5 x 7.5” Divider *Use heavyweight interfacing for this piece only.
*5 x 6.5” Back linen panel
3.5 x 6.5”
*2.25 x 6.5” Front linen panel

Before we move on, quickly interface the two linen pieces and the 6 x 7.5” piece (all the pieces with the *
beside them.)
Done? Great, let’s move on! :)
Take your inner divider Fabric piece and fold it in half on the long side so it measures in at 3.25 x 6.5”.
Crease & top stich. Baste onto one inner fabric piece as shown below using a generous 3/8th seam
allowance around the sides, and a ¼” at the bottom as shown!
*The rest of the coin purse will be ¼” seam allowances.

Set this piece aside for a few minutes.
Let’s work on our ruffle piece now! Grab your long ruffle piece and change your stitch length to 6.
Starting at one long end front & back stitch to start and sew the entire 13.5” length but DO NOT back
stitch at the end. Sew over and beyond the length so you leave a ‘tail’ of thread as shown. Flip and do
the same thing to the other side.

Now split the ‘tail’ apart. Hold bottom thread tightly while gently pulling top thread to bunch fabric as
shown. Continue on until you reach a 7” length. Flip & do the same to the other side. Knot the tails and
snip.

Take this piece along with 3.5 x 6.5” piece interfacing over to your iron and press.

Don't be afraid, smoosh it down and trim this piece to 3.5 x 6.5”. Pull out and loose threads and quickly
stitch at 1/8th” on each side to secure ruffle.

Take your 2.25 x 6.5” piece of linen and place rightside down on the ruffle. Pin & stitch together. Flip
flap upwards, press, and topstitch as shown. Trim to 5 x 6.5”.

Take your zipper and lay rightside down with the zipper end meeting the end of your linen. Now take
one of your inner panels (it honestly doesn't matter which one) and place rightside down on top of
zipper and pin as shown.

Stitch, flip, press; now rinse & repeat on the other side.

Open, press, top stitch and trim evenly making sure the zipper is ***OPEN***.

Now take the outer pieces and fold the inner pieces together and pin as shown. Again, make sure your
zipper is OPEN. Trust me on this one! Double check! ;)

Start stitching about 1.5” from inner panels as shown, back stitch, and stitch all the way around until
about 1.5” in on other side of inner panels. Back stitch. Snip. Carefully trim corners.

Now pull the outer panels out through opening, press lining, and stitch closed. Tuck this part back into
your coin purse and you now have a divided coin purse that fits perfectly into your Ruffled Wristlet! Keep
cards in one half, and cash in the other side!

Taadaa!!!

Thanks so much for purchasing my Ruffled Coin Purse pattern! I hope you love it & use it often!

Please feel free to sell your finished items on a small scale but please respect my work and DO NOT
share or resell my pattern with others. I do ask that you give credit to me, @cpeicheff on Instagram, and
use the hashtag #ruffledcoinpurse on IG, FB, etc..
Thankyou again, happy sewing!!!
*****

Zipper Tab Tutorial  ie; how to shorten a zipper!

Zipper of any length and 2 pieces of fabric measuring in at 1 x 1.5”.

Fold your fabric pieces in half so your 1” ends meet. Take those folds and fold towards the center.
Press.

Put your machine to a short stitch length (I use a touch over 1) and sew your zipper end closed just
before the zipper stop & snip off excess as shown.

Place your fabric tab over the zipper end and top stitch on. Measure your zipper to the 5” mark and stich
while zipper is OPEN as shown. Trim off excess.

Place zipper tab over end, top stitch. Your shortened zipper is now ready to use!

